Given were cryptic clues to 11 films that have won an Oscar for Best Picture (i.e. greatest image).

Weather forecaster (4) = RAIN MAN, N
Whatever its container, really (9) THE SHAPE OF WATER, O
Picasso (6) = THE ARTIST, T
Those on the 4:15 to Manchester, at 4:30, hopefully (9) = THE DEPARTED, A
Expensive offspring (14) = MILLION DOLLAR BABY, B
Alex Winter, Brian Spring, Charlie Summer and David Autumn (11) = A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS, S
Giant’s Causeway (2) = ROCKY, O
Where to keep boxing gloves (8) = THE HURT LOCKER, L
Boldmiddle (4) = BRAVEHEART V
Give that back before you go (11) = YOU CAN’T TAKE THAT WITH YOU E
Lightning, for example (4) = GLADIATOR, D

When the indicated letter is taken, the words NOT ABSOLVED are formed. This is another cryptic clue, this time for the Best Picture winning film UNFORGIVEN, which is the answer to this puzzle.